E CLA  Let the Children March by Monica Clark-Robinson
E GAM  BOARD BOOK Good Night Alabama by Adam Gamble & Mark Jasper
E GRI  In the Garden with Dr. Carver by Susan Grigsby
E JOH  Wind Flyers by Angela Johnson
E LAT  NEW BOOK Meet Miss Fancy by Irene Latham
E RAM  Belle, the Last Mule at Gee’s Bend by Calvin Alexander Ramsey & Bettyle Stroud
E RAM  Ruth and the Green Book by Calvin Alexander Ramsey with Gwen Strauss
E REY  Back of the Bus by Aaron Reynolds
E SKE  Something to Prove: The Great Satchel Paige vs. Rookie Joe DiMaggio by Robert Skead

E SLA  With Books and Bricks : How Booker T. Washington Built a School by Suzanne Slade
E 323.1196 SHE Child of the Civil Rights Movement by Paula Young Shelton
E 796.332 ADL The War Eagle Story by Francesca Adler-Baeder & Patrick Baeder
E 796.48 MAL Touch the Sky: Alice Coachman, High Jumper by Ann Malaspina
E 920 JEM Mae Among the Stars by Roda Ahmed
E 976.1 JER Lucky to Live in Alabama by Kate B. Jerome
J CLI Finding Langston by Lesa Cline-Ransome
J CUR The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963 by Christopher Paul Curtis
J DRA Clubhouse Mysteries: The Space Mission Adventure by Sharon M. Draper
J ELL In Search of Mockingbird by Loretta Ellsworth
J GIL Go South to Freedom: Based on a True Story by Frye Gilliard
J HAR Catching a Storyfish by Janice N. Harrington
J HEN Hard Times for Jake Smith by Aileen Kilgore Henderson
J HOO Hoodoo by Ronald L. Smith
J KEY Deep Water by Watt Key
J KEY Fourmile by Watt Key
J KID Night on Fire by Ronald Kidd
J LAI Inside Out & Back Again by Thanhha Lai
J LAT Don’t Feed the Boy by Irene Latham
J LAW Waiting for Augusta by Jessica Lawson
J MCK Stitchin’ and Pullin’: A Gee’s Bend Quilt by Patricia McKissack
J NER Tru & Nelle by G. Neri
J RAY Singing Hands by Delia Ray
J VAU Birmingham, 1933: Alice by Wanda Vaughn
J VAU Huntsville, 1892: Clara by Wanda Vaughn
J WAR The Boxcar Children: The Mystery of the Midnight Dog by Gertrude Chandler Warner
J WIL Gone Crazy in Alabama by Rita Williams-Garcia
J 133.1 SOL Ghosts and Goosebumps: Ghost Stories, Tall Tales, and Superstitions from Alabama by Jack & Olivia Solomon
J 133.1 WIN 13 Alabama Ghosts and Jeffrey by Kathryn Tucker Windham
J 133.1 WIN Jeffrey’s Latest 13: More Alabama Ghosts by Kathryn Tucker Windham
J 323.1 PIN Boycott Blues: How Rosa Parks Inspired a Nation by Andrea Davis Pinkney
J 323.1 TOU Birmingham 1963: How a Photograph Rallied Civil Rights Support by Shelley Tougas
J 323.1196 ARE The Story of the Birmingham Civil Rights Movement in Photographs by David Aretha
J 323.1196 BRI Birmingham Sunday by Larry Dane Brimner
J 323.1196 BRI Black & White: The Confrontation of Reverend Fred L. Shuttlesworth and Eugene "Bull" Connor by Larry Dane Brimner
J 323.1196 FRE Because They Marched: The People’s Campaign for Voting Rights That Changed America by Russell Freedman
J 323.1196 FRE Freedom Walkers: The Story of the Montgomery Bus Boycott by Russell Freedman
J 323.1196 LEV We’ve Got a Job: The Birmingham Children’s March by Cynthia Levinson
J 323.1196 LOW Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom: My Story of the Selma Voting Rights March by Lynda Blackmon Lowery
J 323.1196 MAY When the Children Marched: The Birmingham Civil Rights Movement by Robert H. Mayer